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across a number of college sports, including football and basketball. In 2016, Williams moved from Friday night's college football games to the Saturday slot on ABC/ESPN and is currently working with play-by-play commentator Bob Wischusen and analyst Dan Orlovsky. Previously to ESPN, Williams is a
sideline reporter and pregam host for Fox Sports Florida covering the Florida Panthers hockey team since 2008 and the Florida Marlins baseball team since 2010. During her time with Fox Sports Florida, she also served as a reporter for Miccosukee Sports Rap. From 2006 to 2010, she was a sideline
reporter for college football and basketball for CSS. Her role at CSS also included time as the host of Ultimate Fan Experience. In addition, Williams served as a reporter on Dolphins GameDay Live for the Miami Dolphins and spent time as anchor for Sports Radio 560 WQAM. Williams graduated from the
University of Miami in 2006 with a bachelor of science in communication. -30- Related Press Releases Allison Williams was born on January 18, 1984, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S., so is 35 years old, and a sports journalist and television host currently working for ESPN channel. She's best recognized for
her play-by-play field reporting and pre-game and post-game hosting for Marlins live. Her career has been active since 2006. Allison Williams Allison Williams Bio: Early Life, Family and Education Even though this Michigan native got a solid amount of media attention in recent years, she managed to
keep a lot of information about her personal life relatively private, such as facts about her family and early childhood. What we do know is that her father is called Dale and that he worked as a police officer in Ann Arbor. After matriculating from high school, Allison enrolled at the University of Miami in
2002, where she studied broadcast journalism and graduated with a Bachelor's degree in communication four years later. It didn't take long that Williams is recognized and lands her first job in the world of sports media — a few months after graduating, she was hired by CSS as a sideline reporter for
college basketball and football games. Thanks to her talent and hard work, CSS offered her to also the Ultimate Fan Experience 2006/ 2019 She stayed with CSS until 2010, but beyond that, she began working as a sideline signed up for Fox Sports Florida. Is. in 2008. She hosted the pregame shows at
Fox Sports Florida and also covered the Florida Panthers hockey team, as well as the Florida Marlins baseball team. She expanded her hosting resume with another show called Miccosukee Sports Rap, and was hired as a sportscaster by the Miami Dolphins football team, and worked as a reporter on
their show called Dolphins Game Day Live. She also took a shot on radio, having worked as a radio show host for Sports Radio 560 WQAM for nearly a year. Work at ESPN Allison Williams moved to ESPN channel in March of 2011 — it was this change to a major television network that really brought
allison into the spotlight, and enabled her to further pursue her career. She has since worked for ESPN, and is currently hired as a sideline reporter for the 'Big Monday' college basketball games as well as Saturday college football games, working with sports analyst Brock Huard and play-by-play
commentator Bob Wischusen. In addition, Williams also hosted The Jason Taylor Celebrity Golf Special. Confusion with actress Allison Williams In addition to her newly valued fame and increasing popularity, there was another consequence for Allison's growing presence in the world of media; since she
has received more and more often as a familiar recognition, she soon learned that there is another Allison Williams who is famous; her namesake is actually an actress. What made the situation more confusing is the fact that actress Allison is actually a daughter of famed news anchor Brian Williams, so
the fans immediately assumed that reporter Allison just followed in her father's footsteps. Since both reporter Allison Williams and actress Allison Williams have found themselves in mid-time to time in recent years, they are confused on more than one occasion. In fact, it happened more often than not, and
Allison spoke publicly about it. However, she takes it in as a joke and has no hard feelings about it. She jokingly referred to herself as 'The Real Allison Williams' and to the actress as 'The Other Allison Williams', and said that the two wrestling could brace for the right to be The Real Allison Williams.
Personal life As mentioned, ESPN's young star likes to keep information about her private life a secret. So, unfortunately we don't know if she's currently dating someone, although we know for sure that she's not married and that she doesn't have kids. Allison's hobbies include kickboxing, softball, running
and crossword-guessing solution. She includes hockey, basketball and baseball under her favorite sports. If you ever wondered how wealthy ESPN reporter Allison Williams is, it's estimated by authoritative sources that the total amount of her net worth is over $1 million, accumulated by her successful
career as a sportscaster and television host, and we can expect it to increase even more in the near assuming she proceeds successfully Career. ?? pic.twitter.com/J7x0RgUY6q — Allison Williams (@AllisonW_Sports) December 2, 2018 Physical Characteristics Unfortunately, there is no reliable
information about Allison's height, weight and important statistics. The absence of credible information stems in part from the confusion between ESPN reporter Allison Williams and her namesake who is an actress, as people often posted information about one of them while actually referring to the other.
Allison Williams has a Twitter account with nearly 30,000 followers. She said in interviews that Twitter is the place where the confusion between her and 'The Other Allison Williams' is most commonly created. In addition, she also has an Instagram account with a base of more than 6,000 followers. ESPN
is a network that has been nurturing women's journalism for a long time now. With the likes of Jamie Little, Molly McGrath, Laura Rutledge and Bonnie Bernstein, all of who are an eye-catching figure for the network, Allison Williams joins the ranks of such accomplished reporters. In fact, the 36-year-old
formed ties with ESPN once she completed her degree. The Michiganite is a hard-working individual who is very difficult to miss with her halftime coverage of NFL, NBA, and other sports. Allison Williams Like her colleagues, Allison set out on making a name for herself in the world of journalism. Growing
up in Miami and developing a worship for sports has led Williams to journalism, and what better network to work for than ESPN, right? Well, today, we'll delve into the life of the beautiful sportscaster and learn a little about her career, early life, net worth, and her personal life. So, be sure to stick with us at
the end and enjoy the reading. While you're at it, don't miss checking out the underlying facts! Fast Facts Full Name Allison Williams Birthdate January 18, 1984 Age 36 years old Birthplace Ann Arbor, Michigan, US Nick Name Allison Religion Undefined Nationality American Ethnicity Caucasian Education
University of Miami Horoscope Capricorn Father's Name Dale Williams Mother's Name Unknown Siblings No Height Unavailable Weight Unavailable Hair Color Dark Brown Eye Color Black Body Measurement Unknown Figure Ectomyphic Married Yes Man Samson Kids Yes (Son: Lyle Samson)
Occupation Sideline Reporter Net Worth About $1 Million Salary $50k Affiliates ESPN Active Since 2006 Social Media Instagram, Twitter Allison Williams Wiki-Bio | Early Life, Education, &amp; Parents Allison Williams is an American sportscaster, born on January 18, 1984, in Ann Arbor, Michigan (U.S.).
Though we couldn't gather any information about her parents, all we know is that her father's name is Dale, and she has a brother named Evan. Allison Williams, her parents, and her brother Similarly, as a native of Michigan, the sportscaster is an American citizen who told the ethnicity. Williams is a
Capricorn according to horoscopic maps, and as her token practices practices remains ambitious and is always persistent. Moreover, as for her education going, Alisson is a graduate of the University of Miami with a degree in Journalism. However, any further details regarding her primary level remain a
mystery. Allison Williams | Age, Height, &amp; Body Measurements At the time of this writing, the Michigan-born sportscaster is 36 years old. Like most up and coming reporters, Allison's work ethic and determination haven't fazed over the course of a decade. Moving to her body measurements is not
made much available to the public. But, as it turned out, Williams has a petite frame and looks nearly 5'5 (1.65 m), becoming one of the shortest hosts in the broadcast field. Molly McGrath Bio: Age, Height, Career, Net Worth, Man, Twitter, Wiki &gt;&gt; Nonetheless, one's physical stature has nothing to
do with one's ability to work, does it? In the same way, the effort Allison puts in her job is really praiseworthy because no one should gently assume that a reporter is an easy task, rather grueling. Furthermore, the Ann Harbor native owns a very tempting body figure and comfortably makes the list of
attractive sideline journalists. In such a way, Williams has brown eyes going hand in hand with her brown hair, an oblong face, thin lips and a perfectly dilted cheek complimenting her curvy beauty. Allison Williams | Career: Sideline reporter Just after finishing college, Allison paused to pursue her dreams
of making it into the journalism world. Immediately, CSS hired a high-spirited University of Miami to make graduate coverage of college-level basketball and football games. Gradually, Williams' natural hosting capability led the network to assign her as anchor for a segment called Ultimate Fan Experience.
Notwithstanding, the Michiganite traveled to Florida to work for FOX Sports after the contract ended at CSS. At the same time, upon arrival at FOX Sports and discussing the terms of service, the network decided to enroll Allison as a sideline reporter and a pregam show host. Besides, she would regularly
cover the Florida Pathers' game. Furthermore, the event at FOX became more and more expansive, as Williams would host a show called Miccosukee Sports Rap. Eventually, the Miami Dolphins acquired her employment to report on their games and anchor Dolphins Game DayLive. Maria Taylor Bio:
Age, Height, Parents, Net Worth, Instagram, Kids Wiki &gt;&gt; With adequate experiences under her belt, the sportscaster erred in radio, county the Michigan-born undertook the hosting roles for Radio 560 WQAM. In the same way, the work remained for one year. So, with plenty to give and plenty to
prove, Williams applied for a post at ESPN. The network accepted her request, and as of March 2011, Allison proudly reported for the Network. Allison Williams covering college basketball the same way brought at ESPN the spotlight the sportscaster never thought would be possible. not. the broadcast
company entrusted her to handle the hosting duties for the Big Monday segment that covered college games widely. Similarly, the analyst would be side by side with fellow analysts Brock Huard and commentator Bob Wischausen. After fulfilling the roles designated on her, Allison found another segment
to be part of; The Jason Taylor Celebrity Golf Special. Celebrity Doppelganger | Celebrity Dad When someone receives a certain degree of popularity, it's natural for comparisons to be drawn. Although, in this case, Williams would often be confused for an actress who shares the same name as her. In
fact, the actress in the talk was none other than Allison Howell Williams, who received critical fame from her role in HBO's Girls and the highly acclaimed movie Get Out. Nevertheless, the two women enjoyed two different professions, which is the same buzz. In a similar fashion, the sportscaster, on
numerous occasions, publicly dismissed the confusion. By contrast, other rumors stemmed from the demand from Williams to be the daughter of news anchor Brian Williams, who was routinely faked by the host. Allison Williams Net Worth | Salary and income In particular, Allison sits proudly of stunning
net worth that lies as a six-figure figure figure by nearly a decades-long service at ESPN. Furthermore, ESPN is known for being friendly to its employees by doing out rewards and bonuses when deserving. Allison Williams is enjoying the holiday with husband Additional, Williams remains true to her
current network and plans to extend her contract to continue her services at one of the most prominent networks in the world, especially in the U.S. Likewise, the analyst also pockets a salary in the range of $33k to $75k, and many suspect the wages to be about $61k. This is a substantial amount that has
become possible through relentless dedication and loyalty to the craft. Danyelle Sargent Bio: Height, Parents, FOX, Net Worth Instagram Wiki &gt;&gt; Furthermore, some sources confirmed that Allison received a whopping salary of $300k annually from 2019. Well, life can't get any better than that,
apparently, and the Michiganite is definitely living a quality life with her husband and son. Allison Williams Relationship Status | Husband &amp; Kids Yes, you heard us right when we said this: Allison is a married woman. Unfortunately, all we could gather is the last name of the lucky guy going through

Samson. Although Williams is a well-known sportscaster, much of her life is indeed an unresolved puzzle. Allison Williams and her husband On the other hand, through her Instagram post, it came to our notice that the sportscaster exchanged vows with Samson in an absolutely romantic venue. The venue
was the countryside, overlooking hills and a lush landscape. Rebecca Lowe Bio: Age, Career, Man, Net Worth, Instagram Wiki &gt;&gt; Added to It, couple tied the knot on July 1, 2017, in the presence of their near and dear ones. At the same time, the entire participants and both the newlyweds have
newlyweds enjoy their special day. Allison Williams with her husband and child At the same time, the couple strengthened their marriage by welcoming their first child, Lyle Samson, who was born on July 19, 2019. In a similar way, parents were the most important achievement in the couple's life, as we
wish the family good health and success! Social Media Presence Instagram: 11,200 follower Twitter: 30,300 followers
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